
When searching for an apartment or home in Japan, people most commonly go through real estate agencies
不動産屋  fudōsanya. You will also probably need an entity to act as a guarantor 保証人 hoshōnin to assure the
landlord and real estate agent that the rent will be paid on time. This person will act on your behalf once the place
is rented and will act as a buffer should any serious problems arise. You should consult with your place of employment
about finding a place to live if they do not provide one for you. If you have trouble coming up with a guarantor, there
are some companies 保証人会社 hoshōnin gaisha that provide this service for a fee. However, you should ask
friends or colleagues about which ones are reputable, as it can be dangerous to use a hoshōnin gaisha service. Be
aware that renting an apartment as a foreigner is not always easy. There are a variety of real estate agents in
Kameoka. If you need assistance, you can contact Kameoka’s CIR at city hall or have your employer help you.

Finding an apartment in Japan is expensive. There are a variety of different fees and deposits you will most
likely have to pay before even taking up residence. First, if you use a real estate agent, the agent will receive a fee
known as 仲介手数料 chūkai tesūryō, which is non-refundable and can be as much as one month’s rent. On top
of this, you will also pay a security deposit 敷金 shikikin, which is usually two or three months rent. Your contract
will stipulate if, and how much, of this deposit you will get back upon leaving the apartment. This depends greatly on
the condition of the apartment when you leave. Also, some housing in Japan requires key money (gift money), or
礼金 reikin,  equivalent to several months rent that is paid in a lump sum to the landlord before moving in. It is
generally non-refundable, and is actually money you pay to the landlord as an inducement to assure your rental. This
is just another type of “deposit.” Finally, you may have to pay a reservation fee called 手付金 tetsukekin. This will
be refunded when you complete the signing of the contracts, as it is meant to assure the agent that you are serious.
Contracts tend to last for two years. Often, a  smaller payment of gift money and a deposit is again required to
renew the lease.

Make sure you know how and when you are expected to pay your rent. This is often done through ATM
transfers (see banking chapter).
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In Japan, there two different types of multiple-unit housing buildings: Apaato (アパート), which are older
buildings without a central secure entrace that are only a few stories in height, and Manshon (マンション),

which are modern buildings with multiple floors, elevators, centralized postboxes, and a communal secure gate.
Manshon are usually made with reinforced concrete (RC) construction and are therefore more sturdily built than
apaato.
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kansōzai
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Japanese apartments are generally measured by the number of tatami mats that could fit in the room. One
tatami mat is approximately 180 x 90 sq. cm and a typical room is about 6 jō (tatami), or 10 sq. meters. In
advertisements they will be listed as One Room, 1K, 1DK, 1LDK (L=Living, D=Dining, K=Kitchen.) Below are
some sample floor plans.

One Room ( ワンルーム)

A “One Room”  has a small area
for a bathroom, shower and sink,
and the kitchen is within the main room.

1K
A  “ 1 K ”
apartment is
slightly larger
than a one room, with a separate room for a kitchen.

1DK
A “1DK” apartment
has a single room
with a separate area
for dining and for the kitchen.

1LDK
A “1LDK” apartment has a
living room and a bedroom, as
well as a separate kitchen and
dining area.

The climate and building standards in Japan probably differ from that of your home country, so it is important
to learn how to take care of your home in Japan. Japanese homes often lack insulation and central heating which
means that the weather may have more of an effect on the cleanliness of your living space than you might be used to.
Japan is a humid and damp country and Kameoka is especially so. Kameoka lies in a basin 盆地 bonchi, and the
mountains that surround the entire city trap moisture. This results in prevalent and persistent mold カビ kabi, as
well as head and chest colds.

It is quite possible that mold and mildew will be a much more constant problem in
Japan than where you are from. Much of this comes from the materials the Japanese use to
build apartments, combined with the humidity of the summers, etc. The best thing you can do
is prevent mildew in the first place. Open windows in your bathroom and shower when you

are not using them. Place dehumidifiers 乾燥剤 kansōzai (small
box like contraptions containing granules that absorb moisture from the air) under the sink,
in closets, and any other place where mold is likely to grow (ie. dark corners, shoe racks,
drawers, cupboards, etc.)  Moisture collectors 湿気取りshikketori, are individual packets
or boxes that can easily be slipped into drawers, shoes, etc. You will need to check them
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Bathrooms
Most modern apartments have a unit bath with a small, deep bathtub, a shower, and a sink. Hot water is

usually from a gas or electric heater. Older homes have bathtubs with a built in heater. You fill the bath with water and
then wait for it to heat. It is Japanese custom to shower before getting into the bathtub.

Toilets will either be in the same unit as the bath or in a separate toilet room. They come in Western style
洋式 yōshiki and  Japanese style 和式 washiki (squat-style). With Japanese style, you squat facing the plumbing,
or the hood of the toilet.
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Mukade

If you have mold or mildew there are a few effective ways of getting rid of it. First, there
are cleaning sprays for getting rid of mold that grows in your shower, sink, or on other surfaces.
Most of these sprays are damaging to clothing, however, so you should be careful when using
one. Spray it on the area you would like to clean and let it sit for a few minutes before rinsing or
scrubbing it away.  There are also sprays for countertops and sinks, etc. Use the images on the
packaging to help you understand what each cleaner is used for. The character 用 yō means
“type of,” so バス用 basu yō means bathroom cleaner. For these spray bottle cleaners, and almost any kind of
liquid cleaning agent, you can buy refill packs in plastic pouches at a lower price than buying the bottle again. Look
for つめかえ用 tsumekae yō written on the package.

Insects are an unavoidable part of life in Japan. You may see giant wasps called スズメバチ suzume bachi
or giant centipedes called ムカデ mukade. In the spring, your apartment might be full of fruit flies, no matter how
clean you keep your apartment. However, there are many ways to
deal with insects. Be careful not to leave open packages of food lying
about and keep in mind that during the hot summer months any scraps
of food that fall into the sink drain and even food in your refrigerator
will go bad more quickly and attract bugs or mold over. Though the
building style of many older Japanese apartments make cockroaches
an unavoidable problem, keeping clean or putting out roach hotels
補虫器 hochūki (lit. insect trap) can help make it so you rarely see
them. There are many different kinds of traps and sprays available

for all different kinds of insects, including the fruit flies that plague the spring and early summer
months. The pictures on the front of the package are a good guide.

A bite from a mukade, one of Japan’s infamous giant centipedes can be extremely
painful. Especially if you live in the countryside, you may want to check your shoes before you
put them on or your bed sheets before you go to bed, as mukade often seek out dark places.

Cockroach traps.
The package has pictures of how to use them.

Tatami 畳 are mats made with a Styrofoam or wood chip core covered by soft rush straw. Apartments often
get very dusty and your tatami mats need to be cleaned regularly. To clean tatami mats, you need to sweep or
vacuum them and wipe them down with a damp cloth, following the grain of the mat. Avoid spilling anything on your
tatami mats because they are absorbent and liquid can cause them to mold. If something is spilled, immediately mop
it up with a towel and you might want to use a fan or hairdryer to dry it up as well. If a major stain occurs you can mix
a drop or two of chlorine, or, if the spill has milk in it, vinegar, with warm water and then wipe it with a cloth.

Also, tatami can become the home of blood sucking tatami mites, called ダニ dani. You will know you have
an infestation of dani if you wake up with bites that are not from mosquitoes. Dani are invisible to the naked eye and
thrive in moist places. Avoiding dani is one of the reasons behind the Japanese custom of removing shoes when

たたみ

Dealing With Insects

Taking Care of Tatami

every once and a while and replace them when the granules become saturated and gel-like.
These products can be found in the cleaning supplies section at most supermarkets.
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Although the use of bed frames and mattresses has increased in recent years, many Japanese continue to use
futons 布団 futon and sleep on the floor. Futons require special care that differs from a mattress on a frame. A
complete futon set, generally laid on the floor in the following order, consists of:
Thin mattress: マットレス　mattoresu
Under futon: 敷布団　shikibuton
Sheet: 敷布　shikifu
Towel Blanket: タオルケット　taoruketto
Normal blankets: 毛布　mōfu
Down futon blanket: 掛け布団　kakebuton

The futon should be folded up and stored off of the ground or on the top shelf of your closet every day. As
the futon acts like a sheet and absorbs moisture from the body throughout the night, you should be sure to regularly
air out and beat your futon. DO NOT hang up your futon and then go out for the day, no matter how clear the sky
looks. If it rains and your futon gets wet you will have to take it to a special store that specializes in selling and
cleaning futons 布団屋 futonya and get it cleaned for a fee of about 3,000-4,000 yen, or you can buy a futon dryer
布団乾燥機 futon kansōki. If your futon gets just a little damp it might be possible to dry it yourself by draping it
over your コタツ kotatsu. If bad weather or lack of time leaves you unable to air out your futon you should make
sure to vacuum it. Futons will get moldy if you do not care for them properly.

Most futon sets also come with pillows filled with buckwheat chaff 蕎麦殻 sobagara.

entering a home. The most effective way of ridding your tatami of dani is by using a chemical spray. This spray has
an image of dani on it and comes with a long, needle-like nozzle which you insert into the tatami and spray. You can
get it in the home care supplies section of most supermarkets.

It is also recommended that you expose your tatami to direct sunlight or air them out every once and a while.
It is NOT, however, recommended for you to put a carpet on your tatami. A carpet over tatami will trap moisture
and lead to mold.

Most tatami need to be turned over every 5 years and replaced every 10 years. Replacement is expensive
and can cost anywhere from 10,000-20,000 yen. Tatami  are generally replaced as a set.
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Doing laundry 洗濯 sentaku in Japan may be a little different from your home country. Most Japanese
people will do the washing in their homes or at a local coin laundry and then leave their clothes out to dry on their
balconies. This is great in the warm summer months as clothes dry quickly and it can save you a lot of money. In
winter, however, it might be best to find the nearest coin laundry to keep your clothes from freezing.

Some washers come with built in dryer functions. If yours also functions as a dryer, there will be a button that
says 乾燥 kansō or ドライ dorai.

Here is an overview of how to use a Japanese washing machine (Note that not all machines are the same).
1.  First you have to turn on the power. Push the button that says 電源 dengen or 切/入kiru/iru
2.  Choose the load size. The choices should come up under a button that says 水量 suiryō (amount of

 water). Choose 低  tei (low) 中chū (medium) or 高 kō  (high). It might give you a choice of actual
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measurements.
3.  Choose the cycle コース kōsu: 標準 hyōjun (standard), 強力 kyōryoku (strong), 布団 (futon), お

しゃれ oshare or 手洗い tearai (delicate)
4.  Press start スタート

You can also probably set up other settings on the washing machine regarding length of the wash 洗い arai,
number of times the wash is rinsed 濯ぎ susugi, the spin cycle 脱水 dassui, or you can set the wash to begin at a
certain time 予約 yoyaku.

If you have your own washing machine, you may notice that a scummy substance builds up after a while.
There is a special cleaner for washing machines that you might want to use once a year or so to clear out all the gunk
that builds up over time. You can find this 洗濯槽クリーナー sentaku sō kuriinaa in the home supplies section at
most department stores. Japanese washing machines come in two types: all plastic or mostly stainless steel. There is
a special cleaner for each type, as well as one that works for both. To be safe you might want to get the one that is
safe for both stainless steel and plastic drums.

ひょうじゅん きょうりょく ふとん

せんたくそう

Japan often boasts of its four seasons. The four seasons in Japan are very distinct, and each has a different
effect on your home and lifestyle. One day it will feel like spring and the next day summer will have begun.

Winters in Kameoka tend to be very cold and damp, and the city
truly lives up to its reputation as the foggiest city in Japan. Most apartments
and homes also lack central heating, which may be a big change for you
depending on where you are from.

One of the ways Japanese people combat the cold is with a 火燵

kotatsu, or a low table with a heater underneath. The tabletop is removable
and you lay a special kotatsu futon over the table frame and then place the
tabletop on it. The futon traps the heat underneath the table and you can sit
and eat nabe, a Japanese hot pot dish traditionally eaten in winter, or whatever you want while keeping warm.
However, in winter months it is easy to be affected by culture shock or seasonal depression, and spending too much
time under your kotatsu can contribute to this. You may find yourself sleeping a lot more and becoming more
lethargic, so make sure you are careful not to succumb to the lure of the kotatsu in lieu of other activities. Kotatsu
can be bought at major department stores or stores that sell electronics but they are generally only sold during late
fall and winter months.

kotatsu

こたつ

Kisetsu ni yori
季節により

Your Home and the Seasons
きせつ
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Kerosene container and tankKerosene fan heater

Another good idea to combat the cold is to use
space heaters   ストーブ　sutōbu, kerosene fan heaters
灯油ファンヒーター tōyu fuan hiitaa, or the air
conditioner/heater エアコン・暖房 ea kon/danbō.
Kerosene heaters are more powerful and you can buy the
large containers of kerosene and get them refilled at local
gas stations. Using the air conditioner/heater mounted on
the wall is generally considered to be more expensive. You can find the way that works best for you. When using any
of these heaters it is probably best to shut the doors to the room you are in to help trap the heat. However you
should make sure  you  keep your room well ventilated.

During the winter it is important to protect your pipes from freezing. If the temperature drops below 4
degrees Celsius you ought to take precautionary measures to ensure that water will continue to flow and that your
pipes won’t break. You should wrap the pipe in some kind of cloth if you can. If your pipes do freeze and water
does not come out when you turn the faucet on, cover the faucet with a cloth and slowly poor tepid water over it. If
your pipes burst, you need to turn off the main tap and contact the water board at Kameoka City Hall (25-6763).

とうゆう

だんぼう

The Japanese spring brings cherry blossoms, warm weather, and tons of new seasonal goods, mostly cherry
blossom flavored. The spring also brings bugs. Your home will probably be invaded by a variety of insects ranging
from cockroaches ゴキブリ gokiburi to fruit flies コバエ kobae. For some insects, like mukade ムカデ  and
cockroaches, you can buy a variety of different sprays or traps to help you rid your home of these pests. The best
way to deal with fruit flies, thought they are practically unavoidable, is to keep your apartment clean and dry. There
are little fruit fly traps that you can buy as well, with a sweet sticky center that attracts them. Avoid letting your drain
fill with bits of food, etc. that will rot and attract fruit flies and provide them a place to breed.

The spring also brings the rainy season 梅雨 tsuyu.  Aptly named, the rainy season is—rainy. And with rain
comes the opportunity for mold to develop. You’ll want to make sure you put out some dehumidifiers and keep your
apartment clean. Make sure especially during this season not to leave your futon hanging out. It is also recommended
that you buy a mini umbrella and carry it with you at all times, as protection from sudden rainfall.

つゆ

Summer is hot and humid. Most buildings in Japan lack insulation and central air, so using an air conditioner
can be ineffective because the cold air will warm up quickly. You may find that your apartment gets hotter than it is
outside. To combat the heat without causing your electricity bill to skyrocket, open windows to let the air circulate.
It is probably best to get a standing fan to help cut down on costs. To keep costs low, most Japanese people shut the
sliding doors to the room that has the air conditioner and then stay in that room. This way you only pay to cool off
one room. Make sure that during these hot, sweaty months you take good care of your futon, airing it out on a
regular basis. You will continue to battle with fruit flies, etc. as well.

For the most part Fall is a very comfortable season in Kameoka. The weather turns crisp and cool, and the
foliage turns gorgeous shades of fall colors. However, as the weather begins to cool, there are often a lot of mosquitoes.

Spring

Summer

Fall



Jutaku
住宅

Useful Vocabulary: Housing
じゅうたく

-

English Kanji Kana Romaji

Agent fee 仲介手数料 ちゅうかいてすうりょう Chūkai tesūryō
Gift money 礼金 れいきん Reikin
Guarantor 保証人 ほしょうにん Hoshōnin
Guarantor service company 保証人会社 ほしょうにんがいしゃ Hoshōnin gaisha
Real estate agency 不動産屋 ふどうさんや Fudōsanya
Reservation fee 手付金 てつけきん Tetsukekin
Security deposit 敷金 しききん Shikikin
To move 引越しする ひっこしする Hikkoshi suru

Ant spray ありの殺虫剤 ありのさっちゅうざい Ari no satchūzai
Baking soda 重曹 じゅうそう Jūsō
Bath heater cleaner 風呂釜用洗浄剤 ふろがまようせんじょうざい Furogama yō senjōzai
Bath tub cleaner 風呂用洗剤 ふろようせんざい Furo yō senzai
Bleach 漂白剤 ひょうはくざい Hyōhakuzai
Carpet cleaner じゅうたん用洗剤 じゅうたんようせんざい Jūtan yō senzai
Chlorine bleach 塩素系漂白剤 えんそけいひょうはくざい Ensokei hyōhakuzai
Clothes line (rod) 物干し竿 ものほしざお Monohoshi zao
Color-fast (non chlorine) bleach 酸素系漂白剤 さんそけいひょうはくざい Sansokei hyōhakuzai
Dehumidifying pellets 湿気取り しっけとり Shikketori
Dishwashing liquid 食器用液体洗剤 しょっきようえきたいせんざい Shokki yō ekitai senzai
Drain cleaner パイプクリーナー Paipu kuriinaa
Dryer (clothes) 乾燥機 かんそうき Kansōki
Fabric softener 柔軟仕上げ剤 じゅうなんしあげざい Jūnan shiagezai
Floor cleaner 拭き掃除用洗剤 ふきそうじようせんざい Fukisōji yō senzai
Furniture polish 家具の艶出し かぐのつやだし Kagu no tsuyadashi
Insect trap 捕虫器 ほちゅうき Hochūki
Laundry detergent 洗濯用せっけん せんたくようせっけん Sentaku yō sekken
Mildew spray カビ取り剤 カビとりざい Kabi torizai
Mold カビ Kabi
Mosquito coil 蚊取り線香 かとりせんこう Ka tori senkō
Paper towel ペーパータオル Peepaa taoru
Room freshener 芳香剤 ほうこうざい Hōkōzai
Sink cleaner 流し用洗剤 ながしようせんざい Nagashi yō senzai
Sponge スポンジ Suponji
Spot cleaner 部分洗い用 ぶぶんあらいよう Bubun arai yō
Stain remover 染み抜き用洗剤 しみぬきようせんざい Shiminuki yō senzai
Starch 洗濯用のり せんたくようのり Sentaku yō nori
Toilet cleaner トイレ用洗剤 トイレようせんざい Toire yō senzai
Toilet plunger 詰まり取り つまりとり Tsumari tori
Vacuum cleaner 掃除機 そうじき Sōjiki 
Vacuum cleaner bag 掃除機用袋 そうじきようふくろ Sōjiki yō fukuro
Washing machine 洗濯機 せんたくき Sentakuki
Washing machine tub cleaner 洗濯槽クリーナー せんたくそうクリーナー Sentakusō kuriinaa

Finding a Home/Moving

Cleaning



Washing Instructions

Power 電源スイッチ でんげんスイッチ Dengen suitchi
On/Off 切/入 きる/いる Kiru/Iru
Stop/Suspend 一時停止 いちじていし Ichiji teishi
Water level 水量 すいりょう Suiryō
Timer 予約 よやく Yoyaku
Wash 洗い あらい Arai
Rinse 濯ぎ すすぎ Susugi
Spin cycle 脱水 だっすい Dassui
Strong cycle 強力 きょうりょく Kyōryoku
Futon cycle 布団 ふとん Futon
Delicate cycle 弱い・おしゃれ よわい・おしゃれ Yowai/oshare
Heavy load 高 こう Kō
Medium load 中 ちゅう Chū
Light load 低 てい Tei

Washing Machine Buttons

The chart on the right explains the
meaning of icons found on clothing tags
indicating how an item can be washed.

Drying

Hang up to dry

Hang up to dry in the shade

Lay flat to dry

Dry Cleaning
Dry clean OK

Do not dry clean

Wringing/Spin dry
Wring gently/spin dry OK

Do not wring/spin dry

Ironing

Iron at low temperature

Iron at medium temperature

Iron at high temperature

Iron with something between cloth and iron

Do not iron

Washing in Water

Wash in water up to 40°C

Wash on delicate in water up to 40°C

Hand wash in water up to 30°C

Do not wash in water

Chlorine Bleaching
Can bleach with a chlorine bleaching agent

Do not bleach


